P53 and radiation responses.
Cells have evolved elaborate mechanisms (checkpoints) to monitor genomic integrity in order to ensure the high-fidelity transmission of genetic information. Cells harboring defects in checkpoint pathways respond to DNA damage improperly, which in turn may enhance the rate of cancer development. Ionizing radiation (IR) primarily leads to double-strand DNA breaks (DSBs), which activate DNA damage checkpoints to initiate signals ultimately leading to a binary decision between cell death and cell survival. TP53 has been recognized as an important checkpoint protein, functioning mainly through transcriptional control of target genes that influence multiple response pathways and leading to the diversity of responses to IR in mammalian cells. We review how the tumor suppressor P53 is involved in the complex response to IR to enforce the cell's fate to live by inducing the growth arrest coupled to DNA damage repair or to die by inducing irreversible growth arrest or apoptosis. Moreover, recent insights have emerged in our understanding of how P53 modulates radiosensitivity in tissues following IR as well as its role in sensitizing cells to chemo- and radiotherapy. The P53 pathway remains an attractive target for exploitation in the war on cancer.